ACCESS PRINTING SOLUTION
APS C-GEL PRO + Neutralizing product TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Name of the product: APS C-GEL PRO + Neutralizing Product (APS Neutral Pro)
Manufacturer: Access Printing Solution, le Pont de Dranse, 74500 Publier France
Packaging: 1 Fiberboard box containing 1kg/0.5L of APS C-GEL Pro and 1kg of APS Neutral Pro
Aim of the Product:
-

APS C-GEL PRO: Deep Cleaner for Ceramic Anilox rolls

The APS C-GEL PRO is a very fast and effective cleaning product to remove dry inks (Solvent,
water and UV based inks), varnishes and coatings from ceramic anilox rolls. 0.5L/1kg bottle will
be able to clean between 5 and 7 square meter of ceramic.
Way of use: Apply a thin layer of the APS C-GEL PRO with a glove on the roll and let it work for
15 minutes to 1 hour depending on clogging level.
Rinse very well the roll with a wet tissue until no more product remains on the roll. Help remove
the dissolved ink into the cells of the anilox roll by using our Stainless Steel brush with PVC base.
After cleaning the roll, neutralize the waste water with our APS Neutral Pro product.
-

APS NEUTRAL PRO: Neutralizing product for rinsing water used with the APS C-GEL Pro

The APS NEUTRAL PRO is a neutralizing product to stabilize the Ph level around 7 of the rinsing
water used with the APS C-GEL PRO.
Way of use: After rinsing the APS C-GEL Pro, collect all rinsing water and tissue in a bucket. Poor
a little of neutralizing product into the bucket. Some foam will rose up. Once the foam goes
down all the rinsing water and material inside the bucket is neutralized and can be disposed with
other plants residues.
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